CMA Dress Code

Boys Uniform Requirements:
Solid or striped polo or button up shirt with khaki, black, grey or
navy uniform pants or shorts. They can also wear a CMA sweatshirt.
The uniform pants and shorts can have cargo pockets on them and
logos can be visible. A solid color tie may be worn when tied
correctly around the neck with a dress button up shirt only.
Girls Uniform Requirements:
Solid or striped polo or dress up button up shirt with khaki, black, grey or navy uniform pants, shorts,
skort, capris, or (knee length or longer) skirt. They can also wear a CMA sweatshirt. Uniform pants and
shorts can have cargo pockets on them, and logos can be visible.
Additional Dress code and Uniform Guidelines:
On Fridays, students will wear modest jeans and a CMA, CMC related t-shirt, or Christian t-shirt. Students
may also wear a polo shirt. If a student chooses not to wear jeans, only uniform shorts, pants or capris can
be worn.
Students may wear shoes of their choice. October 31st is the last day to wear open toe shoes. It is also the
last day the students can wear shorts and capris. Students can begin wearing shorts, capris, and open toe
shoes again on April 1st.
Students are expected to bring clothes for P.E. They need to wear modest shorts and a CMA, CMC or
Christian T-shirt. They must also wear tennis shoes.

We want all supplies and clothing to point people to Christ. Therefore we don’t want skull and crossbones
or dragons on any clothing, shoes, backpacks, binders, or lunch bags.
Hair is not to be dyed in whole or in part or streaked with any unnatural color. Extreme hairstyles will not
be tolerated.

*All clothing should be clean and of a neat and modest appearance.

